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CBD Steps Out
CBD, a non-psychoactive compound derived from hemp, is finally 
having its moment. Used to treat physical and mental ailments from 
chronic pain to daily stress, CBD dominated the lifestyle and 
supplement space this year.

Colorado-based Charlotte’s Web offers whole-plant 
health solutions in oils, capsules and balms. 

Buddha Teas infuses CBD into their signature 
blends like Turmeric Ginger and Matcha Green.

Muscle MX’s topical CBD balms were 
designed to manage muscle and joint 
pain for athletes or anyone looking 
to live an active, pain-free life.
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 industry salesfirst time exhibitors

Expo East 2018 Stats

15k+ 6.3%
224 $206bn

Specialty Industry Skyrocketing
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The Pits
Natural deodorants made a strong 

showing this year. Sophisticated scents 
and packaging moved the category 

towards the conventional and upscale 
personal care spaces. Major player 

Schmidt’s has kept its footing amid an 
influx of new competitors like Humble, 

who impressed with their clean formula 
and down to earth design. Sam’s Natural 

Deo had a more rugged look, with 
camp-inspired packaging and woodsy 

scents like Tobacco and Oak Moss.

Good Seeds
Seeded snacks abound at 
Expo and this year was no 

different. Alongside mainstays like 
chia and flax, several new seeds 

showed up, touted for their health and 
beauty benefits. Black seeds’ alleged 

benefits range from weight loss to fertility to 
radiant skin. We found the tiny seeds tucked 

into Cure’s superfood bars and cold pressed in 
Shea Terra’s hair and skin oil. In Pervida’s Immune 

Health Water, cold pressed pomegranate seed oil 
boosts gut health and provides a healthy dose of 

antioxidants, vitamins and minerals.
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Frozen Gets Fresh
Healthy, wholesome foods are finding their way to the 
frozen section, serving up convenience without 
compromise. Swapples’ innovative waffles eschew 
processed ingredients in favor of yucca root and 
coconut sugar. Wildscape’s fresh ingredients 
and sophisticated flavors bring brightness 
and balance to the table. A boon for 
busy parents, Kidfresh is upgrading 
after-school favorites like mac and 
cheese and chicken nuggets,
all made without additives, 
preservatives or
artificial ingredients.

Check Out Those Chicks
As the runaway success of Hippeas will attest, the garbanzo bean bonanza is here to stay and 
it’s much more than just hummus (though there was plenty of that, too).  Lebby Snacks makes a 
sweet, crunchy snack of chocolate-covered chickpeas, Vana Life Foods’ superfood bowls pack in 
protein with green garbanzos and we were happily surprised by Hummus Pods, The Modern Pod 
Co.’s crispy, creamy plant-based hummus snack.
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Cauliflower
 Catches On

Cauliflower is getting in the 
game as a low-carb alternative to 

traditionally starchy snacks. From the 
Ground Up’s cheddar cauliflower crackers 

offer a satisfying, salty crunch. Caulipower’s 
cauliflower crust pizza had show-goers lining 

up for samples and Brooklyn-based Nolita Natural 
served up protein-rich Cauli-bites delicious for kid and 

grown-up palettes alike. 

Bowled Over
Answering the call for convenient, healthy meals, bowls popped up again and again, 

promising a balanced meal composed in one portable container. Grainful’s wholegrain 
bowls deliver big flavor and clean ingredients. Going grain-free? Look no further than 

Path Of Life’s quinoa bowls or Chef Soraya’s Eat-A-Bowl, delivering high protein, 
plant-based meals on the go.
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The (Organic) Apple Doesn’t Fall Far
A new wave of baby and children’s products has emerged, with products and 
messaging catering to wellness minded moms and dads. On-trend ingredients, 
aesthetics and diets are transitioning seamlessly into baby and children’s 
offerings, catering to a new generation of parents. Serenity Kids offers 
paleo-friendly nourishment in sleek, modern pouches. Gryph & Ivyrose 
chose a whimsical direction for their herbal bath and body line. 
For the littlest ones, Fresh Bellies’ inventive fruit and vegetable 
purees encourage adventurous palettes from an early age.
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Join The Conversation:

The 
Takeaway

“Natural” has become 
standard, and organic options 

are expected from even the most 
conventional companies. Constant 

innovation and adaptability is essential
 to keep up with today’s connected, 

sophisticated consumer. In the age of 
unlimited options and accessibility, there’s 

always a new hot ingredient or on-trend aesthetic 
waiting in the wings. A new era of natural has arrived, 

and we expect it’s here to stay.  
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